Abby, Lilly, Rita, Monica, Adrienne with the incredible SHIELDS artist at the Cruise Liner terminal.
Our curious and amazing Primary artists working with the Ghost Net weavers at the Cruise Liner terminal.

Timmarlah & Taylor with the Artist of the huge Ghost Net Sculpture.

Timmarlah & Taylor with Aurukun Camp Dog artists.

Levi, Josh, Jack & Adrienne with Master Printmaker Theo Tremblay the etching process and story of Heather Koonowootha’s work.
PORTS SHORTS MASTER FILMMAKING CLASS

Bil, Elphin, Juy, Jaden, Darcy, Ava-Rose and Minkie with Brian Viney one of the Directors of the New York Film Academy at Mossman SHS on the 20th August.

Our filmmakers (in costume) had the reputation as the hardest
Next crop of RADIO DJs on GECKO FM (broadcasting at 88.0) with Peter McCabe. Jenna, Isabella, Gloria, Jacinta, Bila & Piper.

Steiner School Radio Broadcasters with Peter McCabe, hopefully the beginning of further interaction and collaboration between our schools.
Samara, Charity, Indra, Ella & Penny contributed to ideas for the poster design. WEEK 9 (this week) was the week nominated to celebrate. Radio commercials by Junior Media 5 – 9 are on Gecko FM and TV commercials will be on Kuranda TV hopefully from next week!
THESE SENIOR ARTISTS WERE ALSO IN THE ENERGY EXHIBITION.

*Nathan Deshong ‘Platypus’  Cecil Brim ‘Peacock’  Mia Shepherd ‘Reflection of the Wild*

Bethany Sporre Year 11 who won an encouragement award for her triptych based on Ophelia and using lines from Sylvia Plath to complement the images.

Bethany stands in front of her work with Candice, Lulu and Rihanna.

Sky with her encaustic painting Galaxy Jellyfish at the ENERGY EXHIBITION at THE TANKS Art Centre.
Certificate II & Certificate III senior artists creating designs, carving into lino and vinyl and printing their linoblocks under the expert tutelage of Mr Paul Bong. This workshop was held over two days, Thursday 25th and Friday 26th August.

The outcomes were excellent and Paul was very impressed with our senior Certificate artists.
Junior Artists (Grades 7 – 9) Paintings on the theme of “Overload” Exhibiting at the Kuranda Post Office until Week 10 Term 3.
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